December 2018 Workshops
#WS-1205 Intro to Chainmaille Jewelry: Beginner
With Debbie Simmons, Thurs. 12/6/18, 6-8pm, Room 16/17, M$20 NM$23
Learn the basics of Chain Maille: how to properly hold the pliers, opening and closing jump
rings, materials and wire gauges. Students will work with starter chains for all of the patterns to
be taught during the class and sample materials will be provided to practice the pattern during
the class. For those who wish to purchase kits or links, the instructor will have extra material on
hand. Payments need to be either cash or check. Bring glasses if you wear them/readers or
safety glasses – eye protection is always a good idea. Students are encouraged to bring their
own bent nose pliers (with smooth jaws) and a split ring opener, if they have them. If not – the
instructor will have extras for use in the class. Max 8

(C) WS-1207 iPad: Camera & Photos
With Pam Cox, Fri. 12/7/18, 1-4pm, Con L, M$30 NM$33
In this workshop you will be introduced to the ipad's 2 cameras and what they are used for. You
will be shown the different camera modes and when they are best used. Then we will move on
to the photo app that stores and organizes your images. You will be introduced to the different
ways your ipad organizes images and learn how to make an album and move your images to
albums. We will discuss sharing images with others and the best way to do that. Lastly, we will
visit the edit functions of the ipad and you will be shown the tools available to improve your
images or make them fun. Requirement: Bring your fully charged ipad for hands on experience. Max 14

(C) WS-1208 How to Navigate Social Media Safely
With John Pappa, Sat.12/8/18, 1-3pm Room Con L $20(Non-members $23)
In this informative workshop, students will be introduced to the fun world of Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram and be taught how to safely use all of these free social media sites to connect
with both family and friends, near and far. Students will be shown how to make an online phone
call or video and learn how to share photos with friends and family. Students will be given the
necessary tools to sign up all sites and be shown how to have fun while staying safe, too.
Students must bring own Smartphone or Tablet to class. Max 15

WS-1210 Introduction to Quilling
With Carol Berntsson, Mon. 12/10/18, 11am-1pm, Room 21, M$20 NM$23
Quilling is essentially the art of paper sculpture. This beautiful old art form can be mastered
easily following the basic technique and using the materials provided in this introductory
workshop. In this workshop, students will be provided with the materials and equipment that will
enable them to develop a hobby that produces lovely accents, ornaments, and threedimensional pictures to enhance gifts and cards. $15 materials fee to Instructor. Max 5

TO REGISTER FOR ANY OF THESE WORKSHOPS, COME INTO THE LEARNING PLACE OFFICE AT 2280 Aaron
St., Port Charlotte OR REGISTER WITH CREDIT CARD BY CALLING (941) 625-4175 ext 223 DURING BUSINESS HOURS

December 2018 Workshops
WS-1213 Self-Confidence Now for Women
With Carolyn Jones, Thurs. 12/13/18, 9:30-10:30am, Room 20, M$10 NM $13
If you are a woman who lacks self-confidence then this talk is for you. This talk will teach you 5
simple ways to build self-confidence while embracing who you are. You will learn the definition
of self-confidence: what it is and what it is not, barriers to self-confidence, why it is important
and ways to improve it. Self Confidence NOW is a talk for women who want to improve their self
confidence in the workplace. The lack of self-confidence can oftentimes hinder ones
professional growth. Let me show you the difference between self-confidence and self-esteem,
how to improve your self-confidence immediately and help you build your confidence muscle.

(C) WS-1215 Intro to Cloud Computing
With John Pappa, Sat. 12/15/18, 1-4pm, Con L, M$30 NM $33
What is the Cloud? Where is the Cloud? Are we in the Cloud now? These are all questions
you’ve probably heard or even asked yourself. The term “Cloud computing” is everywhere and
can be done anywhere, anytime. Come to this workshop to get a better understanding of what
“The Cloud” is, why it matters and whether it is useful to you. All three flavors of Cloud
Computing; including Windows, Google, and Apple. Students may want to bring pen and paper
to take notes. Max 14

TO REGISTER FOR ANY OF THESE WORKSHOPS, COME INTO THE LEARNING PLACE OFFICE AT 2280 Aaron
St., Port Charlotte OR REGISTER WITH CREDIT CARD BY CALLING (941) 625-4175 ext 223 DURING BUSINESS HOURS

